Green Team at Autzen Parking Lot

Oregon Athletics is excited to partner with Sanipac and the Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative (OBRC), in an effort to divert beverage containers from entering the waste (garbage) stream. We ask that you help us in this new initiative as it will also assist University of Oregon recognized student groups in their fund raising efforts.

As you drive into the Autzen Parking Lot you will be provided a clear bag. These bags will be picked up later by members of student organizations. The Green Team (UO students) will be wearing fluorescent green safety vests. Individuals from the Green Team will take the bags to a centralized collection site. These student organizations will receive the redemption value of the beverage containers after being sorted at an OBRC work site, along with a base dollar amount for their efforts. A second student crew will perform a similar role inside the seating bowl on the day following the home football game (generally Sunday).

Please place your empty aluminum or plastic beverage containers in the bag provided and place behind your vehicle. Glass bottles should be returned to their original containers for safe and effective recycling efforts. These too, should be placed behind your vehicle, along with the plastic bags for pickup.

We thank you in advance for your cooperation with these student groups. They will pickup bags/bottle containers until the start of the game. We appreciate your support of their fund raising needs.

Parking lot recyclers have operated in the past in an independent fashion. While this has been effective at eliminating beverage containers, we want to provide university student groups this fund raising opportunity. If you encounter hostile or aggressive independent bottle/can recyclers please look for a Department of Public Safety or Eugene Police Department officer. DPS and EPD are aware and supportive of this new initiative.

Green Team - Keeping it out of the Waste Stream

**BLUE METAL CONTAINERS** are marked bins for bottles/cans and co-mingle items, such as cardboard, paper items (as you may have in place at your home for curb-side recycling).

**GREEN CONTAINERS** (with lids and two wheels) are for garbage/trash that can’t be separated into beverage or co-mingle containers.